219
Aleph-4
-

0.2mg 3/7/77

11:20AM ATS A couple of paraesthetic twinges in mid-afternoon.n.e

±

0.5mg 3/11/77 9:53AM ATS Oddness at Genova at 11:30 - a couple of erratic acts
- walk against red lite-eh Benita spotted threshold at panoramic picnic I did not. no-effect?

±

0.8mg 3/16/77

-

1.4mg 3/19/77 10:28AM ATS no effect.

-

2.0mg 4/3/77

10:00AM ATS n.e.

±

3.0mg 4/8/77

10:30AM ATS was the day exceptionally nice? -probably no effect.

+

4.0mg 4/17/77 10:15AM ATS =[0:00] [1:05] - first intellectual twinge?
interpretation window? [2:05] temporal pressure. [4:00] still an effectsl.numbing of left hand - tremor at piano sl.unreal. Would I challenge
[with] 100µg LSD NO! I am definitely not at a base line from which I
would, or could, control everything. I am now truly + no more ± nonsense
[5:15] still unreal still +. even more? [5:45] the teeth still clenchy this is long-lasting. [7:15] physically still aware. mentally - how can I
tell? I never was too far. Still have a pop-eyed feel to everything. I
must apply myself to continue working. [12:00] a little physical residue
still.

++

6.0mg 9:00AM =[0:00](7/2/77) ATS [1:00] 1st subtle notes [1:30] - something
thin, not brittle but interesting - developing [2:30] strange - still
developing [4:30] I am in a TMA-like state. correctly psychotomimetic - a
++, = in all ways to recent 130mg TMA try, no window, not much fun
[5:30] at supermarket. full ++ - faces-detail [6:30] noticeable drop.
some physical - mental state constructive - this is not for pleasure.
quite potent - [7:30] only an occasional twinge - at [12:00] saturation
[with] MDMA Q.V. - 24 hrs following - quite randy.

9:45AM ATS warmth in PM - and early evening? - no effect.

+++ 8.0mg 8/27/77 9:35AM=[0:00][1:00] thin head [1:10] thin - as if my skin above
the ears was stretched too tight [1:15] something starts [2:00] up to a +
it is something serious - none of the fun of the MD series, none of the
sinister is LSD - it is building up [3:00-4:00] quite unreal - intense could not tell from LSD - except no window - and reality loss is not
apparent - easy ej - none of the fun of the MDs. [4:30] - being in the
dark might be interesting [4:35] my writing is rather bad [4:50]
psychological urge to vomit - get rid of inner hangups perhaps - analysis
of bonds - want to hide my face-cry-vomit - at +++ no more intense is
possible - not and still keep it all together - I am more than any dose
on any other aleph. [5:00] fully +++ I could not drive a car - I could
hit another car, run over someone, and not respond to it. Yet - no trace
of window - either MDMA or LSD- The "sinister" LSD window is clearly this
effect superimposed on real window. This state is pure something. What call it aleph state. No sign of slackening. Time to interact [with] Mandy
again (bedroom clean up project [5:30] some sedative action? I keep
wanting to dump crap f. body, urine, vomit on on start [with] fresh
inside. This is snake oil, psychologically deep + hyperreflexia + sedate
+ CV [6:15] no more up [6:35] repairing, rapidly - to + [8:30] mentally
OK, physical memory [14:30] still body recovery- shower- good sleep.AM OK

